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XENIA: Aftermath of a nightmare
By Joan Gcstl
and Jim Waste rman
XENIA - Less than 24 hours after a
tornado ravaged this town of 25.000.
inhabitants and other volunteers
struggled to pick up the pieces in the
aftermath of a nightmare
Tornadoes struck an area stretching
from Georgia
to Canada late
Wednesday and early yesterday,
killing more than 330 persons.. the
worst tornado death toll in half a
century
The twister, which struck Xenia
shortly after 4 30 p.m . devastated half
the town and left more than 1.000
homeless Officials estimated the
death toll between 30 to 40 persons
THE TORNADO was sporadic in its
destruction, leveling entire blocks but
leaving other nearby houses with
minor damage
About 1500 National Guardsmen
helped residents salvage belongings
and guarded other homes and
businesses against looters Only a fewcases of looting were reported
Many homes in
suburban
Arrowhead the most heavily damaged
area were leveled, with only piles of
rubble remaining Survivors spent the
day salvaging furniture and personal
belongings and loading them onto
trucks
Most ol the volunteers worked in
downtown Xenia. where telephone
poles trees and other debris covered
sidewalks But by 2 p.m.. most of Main
Street was cleared
AMBULANCE SIRENS wailed about
every ten minutes, a sign that the list
of injured and dead was still growing
The Red Cross set up a relief center in
the downtown YMCA. one of the few
buildings spared by the tornado.
Most of the injured were taken to
Wright Patterson Air Force Base
IWPAFBI
St Elizabeths Hospital
and Kettering Medical Center in
Dayton
Greene Memorial in Xenia was

without electricity and able to treat
onlv 300 patients
Dayton radio stations kept survivors
posted on the list of dead and injured
Stations were deluged with calls from
worried relatives and the Ked Cross
issued a periodic list of persons
missing
Three hundred Dayton Power and
Light employees worked round the
clock and by 4 p.m yesterday most
electricity was restored However,
downtown Xenia still was without
power
The rescue teams' major concern
was the town's sewage plant.
Resident! were warned not to drink
water unless it was boiled for at least
twenty minutes Safe drinking water
was available ai the YMCA
Most heavily damaged buildings
included Kroger s supermarket on
Main Street. St Bridget's Church and
Elementary School at West and Second
Streets, and Xenia High School, a lew
miles from downtown
IT WAS REPORTED that only two
of six schools and two of eight grocerystores remained standing
Central State University in Xenia
was closed yesterday until further
notice Authorities estimated 75 per
cent of the campus destroyed or
severely damaged One person was
killed on campus
The two-story Central State Librarylost it's second Moor Huge chunks ol
concrete and steel reinforcing rods
protruding from jagged edges, were
hurled 40-50 feet away
But most of the disaster victims
seemed unaffected by the wreckage
that surrounded them Their most
important concern was the safety of
family and Iriends. and in very lewinstances did scared and upset persons
need comlort
Asked about future plans, many
residents shrugged their shoulders and
said they hadn t given it much thought
Some predicted the clean up might
take at least a month-although they
admitted this was only a dream.
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Arrowhead: The end or only the beginning?

Tornado tog
Family competes with Mother Nature
By Jim Washerman
Editorial Editor
XENIA-Jim and June McClary played tag with a tornado Wednesday evening and
won
The two. residents ol the Arrowhead suburb where the tornado first struck, said
that when they looked out their window about 4 40 p.m. and saw the lunnel cloud
approaching their neighborhood, their first reaction was to outrun it
"WE RAN screaming to the car and just kept making right turns to get away from
it." Jim said, it was right behind us all the time and once it just barely missed us
On that last turn if we'd have turned left instead of right it would have been all
over, "Junesaid
It was an awesome sight in the few seconds they watched the tornado from their
living room "We saw a whole bunch of clouds circle and get together and then the
funnel came straight down We could see wood and stuff circling around in it."
According to the McClary s, half the people in Arrowhead never saw the twister
before it ravaged many homes.
THE TWO knew only one other person who had also outdriven the funnel cloud.
That man lived on the corner
Fleeing from the twister probably was the wisest thing the McClary's could have
done All that remained of their one-story home Thursday was one bedroom among
the debris
After the two were safely away from the tornado Wednesday they made a circle
and came right back to Arrowhead Their neighborhood was in a state of chaos.
"People were screaming, yelling, crying and bloody. People couldn't find their
kids and people were all digging for other people, June said. No one was killed in
their immediate neighborhood, but Jim said at least one person had been killed in
(our houses about three streets away from his house.
AFTER DOING all they could do to help in the area, the McClary's set out to find
their 17-year-old son who had gone to a fast food restaurant near downtown Xenia.
After driving to hospitals in the area they found him at a building near the
restaurant about 4 a.m. "We ran out to meet him and he couldn't understand what
the big fuss was all about." He hadn't known about the destruction at Arrowhead.

Above, Juno McClary, a roiidont of
suburban Arrowhead, clutches a picture ol
her ien-ont of the few safvogablo
possessions pkked from a heap of debris
that was once her family's house.
(Nowsphoto by Joan C. Gostl)

At right, persons who once occupied this
house in Arrowhead, stare at the remains of
a tragedy. This wall is all that b left of the
family's living room. (Nowsphoto by Michael
G.Grene)

The younger McClary. along with others, had been rushed to a basement next to
the restaurant when the tornado was sighted. Unlike Arrowhead, downtown Xenia
had a few minutes warning.
Jim said that when his son came out of the basement the restaurant was no more
than a heap of debris.
WHILE SIFTING through the debris Thursday afternoon June located her son's
baseball cards in the mess. He examined the pictures, laughed and said, "Roger
Maris is as good as he ever will be."
Jim located their other son's graduation picture, the glass cracked. June clutched
it tightly, a symbol pexhaps. that if the McClary's had lost all their possessions, they
at least had each other

Students' concernsare homes still there ?
By Rose Hume
Managing Editor
For
most of the University
community. Xenia meant very little
until Wednesday night
But for at least 15 students. Xenia is
home And the tornado that ripped
through the community raised major
concerns
They were among the first to hear
about the disaster Calls from a few
parents or friends who were able to get
to a working telephone alerted some of
the students from Xenia And they
passed the word onto others.
Still others learned what had
happened on radio or television news
THE FEW STUDENTS from Xenia
who remained on campus yesterday
said they were shocked and surprised
to hear the news. Most of the group,
however, had left for home early in the
day
Those who remained here doubted
they would go home before next
weekend
Getting information to fill the gaps in
news reports was a major goal for
students from Xenia.
Bonny Thompson, freshman (A&S).
pieced together a picture of
devastation by calling as many people
as she knew in Bowling Green who
were from Xenia
By 10:30 a.m. yesterday, her parents
reached her and told her they were

alright. But she said yesterday she
knew many friends who were
homeless
A ROOMMATE from the Dayton
area proved to be a real asset for Mary
Manzo, junior (Ed). Manio's
roommate was able to reach her
mother who managed to get in touch
with Mrs Manzo
Manzo learned by 11 p.rti. Wednesday
that her family and home were
unharmed
Her sister had been
working at the Xenia Library when the
tornado struck. Only the windows had
broken before she managed to escape.
The library is less than a block from
the heavily damaged high school.
Diane Geis. junior IB.A.I. learned
the area where she lives was serving as
a morgue for the town.
Her family lives on the grounds of
the Ohio Sailors and Soldiers Orphans
Home where bodies found in the rubble
were taken
Her mother, a registered nurse, was
called to serve as a medical aide even
after she had worked overtime in nearby Yellow Springs.
Sharon Fogwell, junior (Ed., A&S),
lives about a mile from Arrowhead, a
housing development where more than
700 homes were destroyed. By
contacting an aunt, Fogwell learned
her home and family escaped
unharmed.
"But all around us a lot of places
simply aren't there," she said.

Pofl. a/Th* IO N.w., Fridoy, April S, 1*74

eDITGRiaLS
election problems
still unsolved
Yesterdays decision by University President Hollis A. Moore Jr.
declaring the SBO steering committee elections valid should not be
indicative that this University saw a (air election.
Granted, Dr. Moore based his decision on the reasoning that three
names omitted from 26 ballots had no substantial effect on the election's
outcome.
But far too much testimony chiding election procedures already is on
the record -from garbage cans used as ballot boxes to allowing persons
who are not even University students to vote.
The Students for Better Government ticket and the Elections and
Opinions Board may view Or. Moore's decision as a victory.
It's too bad the noose was taken from around their necks and handed to
the students of this campus who, to date, have not been insured that
future campus elections will be fair.
It's time for the election board to get to work and make up for all the
grief it caused this campus through lax election rules and poorly handled
procedures.
Next time, run the election tightly so that we don't have to ask the
president of this University to rule on a case that should have been
cleaned up long ago.

stadium plaudits
Well-deserved congratulations are due to Student Body Organization
President Doug Bugie for his efforts in getting administrative approval
for a spring concert in the stadium.
Credit is due for the first accomplishment-getting approval for the
concert. Now-perhaps the toughest part-getting a couple of those name
bands to perform here.
The campus rumor mill had been in high gear for months about a
spring stadium concert and for those who've hopefully been awaiting
confirmation of the concert, Bugie's announcement comes as a welcome
surprise.
Bugie suggested performers, such as the Gregg Allman tour, Paul
McCartney and Stevie Wonder, to name a few. Although seeing a concert
by any of the above artists sounds too good to be true, we wish Bugie and
his helpers the best of luck in arranging a spectacular show.
The manpower has been arranged with members of Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity taking care of parking, the stage and acting as guards.
If acts for the concert are successfully booked much of the
responsibility from there lies on those who attend the concert.
"I hope people don't blow it by wrecking things and being obnoxious,"
Bugie said.
Those words hold the key to future stadium concerts. If all runs
smoothly there is no reason why another stadium concert couldn't be
held fall quarter

good news o relief
NEW YORK. NY The commodity
In -honest supply these days is good
news. Events of the winter have
confirmed us in our new pessimism
Moving through this chill spring like
driven deer, we are touchingly grateful
for any happy omen, any small quill
dropped by a passing bluebird
And there were many such this past
week. First, New Yorkers escaped the
direst calamity that can Detail a big
city A threaten! d transit strike was
averted.
Only those ol us who carry a vivid
memory ol the last such strike can
appreciate how blessed we are today
Those weary armies ol commuters
won't be plodding over the bridge to
Queens. Maids will come to work alter
all. and cabs won't be asking $10 to
drive the disabled 10 blocks.
IT WAS good to read that our
secretary of state, the movie starlets'
dream ol heaven, had married a nice,
well-bred girl A tall, quiet blond
described in all accounts as 'an
intellectual."

Harriet Van Hone

Thoreau added a most endearing
sentence
From the desperate city
you go into the desperate country and
have to console yoursell with the
bravery ol minks and muskrats "
Last weekend we had the spectacle
ol a public ligure who has been acting
like a muskrat-and not a particularly
brave one suddenly standing up like a
lion Who was this timorous, cowerin'
lie.i-.uc' Vice President Gerald Ford,
no less.
Proclaiming himself
my own
man." the
true-blue Kepublican
denounced
the men around the

President as "an arrogant, elite guard
ol political adolescents "
THAT FORD spoke as bluntly as he
did suggests he knows something the
rest ol us don I know. He has now
publicly severed the lies that bound
him lor so long to the Oval Office His
words reverberate with significance.
He is not only rebuking the
President, he is saying.
Methinks
already I behold thee slain " These are
words ol a man well aware that he is no
longer Richard Nixon's creation, a
lucky commoner annointed crown
prince.
The party needed to speak out about
CREEP lor a long time." said Jerry
Ford at a news conlerence following
his address in Chicago "I did not
discussi it with the President I spoke
as my own man
Those may be the most heartening
words to come out ol a politician's
mouth thi> year We may .low leel
certain that the House Judiciary
Committee will draw an affirmative
vote on the impeachment issue
As Sen Charles Percy tR-IU.l said.

I now have the ominous leeling that
there will be a trial in the Senate."
Assuming that the President resigns
or is convicted, the next question
before, us is. what sort ol President
would Jerry Ford be'' A newsman from
his home (own of Grand Rapids has
answered (hat question with, "fair to
adequate
Sl'CH A prediction hardly makes the
blood race But il Ford simply restores
to the Presidency the honor, the vigor,
the plain decency it has lately lost, he
can easily become a lolk hero he is
not. one would say, either the tool or
the country bumpkin his detraclors
have suggested
In domestic matters he may be even
more conservative than Mr Nixon. A
deeper understanding ol our social
problems may change that And
something blunt, plain and strong in his
character is bound to have a benign
effect on the countryGod speed to him'

Copyright 1974, Los Angeles Times

Well, you wouldn't expect Dr
Kissinger to marry some beautiful
numbskull, would you? (Well, yes, I
did. too.)
Beyond the obvious, gossipy aspects,
the Kissinger marriage is curiously
reassuring Getting married is an
affirmative gesture, an expression ol
faith in tomorrow The bridegroom's
Pax Americana may endure after all
Anyway, he seems to think so
It's good news thai our ignored and
abused Vietnam veterans will finally
receive the medical care and
reparations they so clearly deserve. It
ought to make the beleaguered Mr
Nixon feel better about himscll
In creating a Cabinet-level
commission to oveisee veterans'
problems, he is behaving as a
President should the good shepherd
seeing to his (lock
IN NOTING that the mass ol men
"lead lives ol quiet desperation,"

'DEAR ANN LANDERS. EVERY TIME THE PHONE RINGS, MY HUSBAND

Leirers
uao directors
explain office
Many students at this I'niversity at
times are not inlormed When I ran lor
l' A 0 Director at-Large. my major
concern was that ol communicating
with the student body
SO WHAT is UAO'' Fust ol all
UAO. stands tor Union Activities
Organization, which is students
programming
activities
and
recreational (unctions lor you. the
student
A question that might be asked is,
What activities have been offered?"
U A 0. has gotten it together with jazz
series. Mardi Oral, Spooktuculai. 80
campus movies, the side door, billards
and bowling tournaments, concerts,
card tournaments, trips, such as to the
Bahamas,
and canoeing. Stroh's
Brewery Homecoming, and many
other activities
But these activities cannot stop Bill
Woods and I will be conducting a
campus poll to find out where your
interest lies This poll will cover all
events put on by UAO and we wish to
get your reactions to these activities
As I stated above, we must find your
interest and serve it.
Another problem Bill Woods and
myself have run into is that ol
appealing to every student on this
campus. We must appeal to the blacks,
the whites the Mexican Americans,
and other ethic backgrounds on this
campus
SO TO do this we must work with
the Black Student Union and Cultural
Affairs to bring you toe social and
recreational activities wanted by you.
the student
So please, help us get involved1
1 A 0. wants your participation, and
we need your ideas and your help
Dwight Greer and Bill Woods
U.A.O. Directors-at-Large

camera theft
stuns owner
It was Wednesday at 12:35 p.m. when
I opened my drawer, the second Irom
the top, and was stunned by the
realization that something wasn't
where it should be.

Indeed, where my camera has been
lor the last months all day patiently
waiting to be activated, there was now
an empty space Moreover. Ihe big 200
tele-lens was also gone
IT WASN'T very dillicult to find out
in which way my camera had left its
location My most precious possession
was simply gone'
Four hundred lilty in your currency.
Can you think ol something more
demoralizing?
Since this is a very rare object on the
American market, a German-made
Icarex TM by Xeiss-lkon with a Carl
Zeiss tltr mi lens 18. both to be
identified by their serial numbers:
T95.T98 lor the camera and 7405837 for
the lens, it should not be very dillicult
to lind it. well, il somebody looks out
lor it
THUS I urge all readers to look
around lor or be attentive to my
former possession Really, if 1 could
allord it, I would give a reward
However, not everyone who has a
precious camera is also rich
Finally I would like to appeal to that
person, who might have a need of
money as well, to return my camera
land keep the tele-lens as a
"reward"!
Anyhow I'm not yet able to really
accept that somebody stole MY
camera.
Dieter Schenke
German F.xchange Student
241Conklin

nominate
best prof
Students, it is time to nominate the
prolessor that you, the student body,
think is the most outstanding in the
University
I AM asking that you send in your
nominations ol the prolessor whom you
think is deserving of such an award by
April 16 The outstanding professor
will be announced later this quarter
Get involved and reward those
professors who benefit the student
body and the academic life here at
Bowling Green.
You can submit nominations by
sending them to SBO, 405 Student

Services Building, by April 16 Thank
you
Rick MM I ow
Coordinator ol Academic
Atlairs

ysa rips
terrorism
Bombings,
kidnapings.
,md
assassinations, all lorms ol political
terror, have occurred with increased
frequency in the past several months.
FOR THE most part the persons who

pull off this terror are sincere representatives of oppressed groups
However, then sincerity does not
excuse their use of this unfortunate
strategy for bringing social change
The Young Socialist Alliance
strongly opposes the use ol terror for
several reasons
Foremost among these reasons is
that Marxists believe that only the
masses ol people can change society A
small group ot dedicated revolutionaries cannot substitute itselt in
action for the majority of society

POLITICAL terror relegates most
factory workers students, teachers

and secretaries to positions of
observers in the light for social
change

government infiltrators like (lies to
dung These agents can wreck an
organization

The YSA cherishes i(s ability to
Operate above ground, to sell Us
newspapers, get its ideas out without
being arrested too often iwe are
harassed by the government, but not
driven underground ■ and support the
election campaigns ol the Socialist
Workers Party

At the time Fred Hampton was
murdered by cops in his bed the
minister ol delense ol that particular
branch ol the Black I'.mthei Party was
an FBI agent

BY CARRYING out terrorist acts we
could not do that as we would have to
go into hiding

AS THE lads came out about a plot
to blow up the Status ol Liberty during
the anti-war period, it was revealed
that (he person supplying the dynamite
was a government agent
Jim Purdon
Young Socialist Alliance
Box 27 Commons

Finally, pushing a line ol terrorism
and small group violence attracts

nixon documents slippery
The farce drags on line day we read
in the paper that Rose Mary Woods has
test it ted to Mr Nixon's pack rat
instincts- he throws nothing away, not
even party napkins The next day we
read that the White House seems
incapable ol saving anything, even an
important document.
SOMETIMES the Nixon White House
looks like one great acquisition team
for the future Nixon library-recording
every conversation, making duplicate
records in writing, logging everything
and everybody in and out
Then we hear of a whole series of
destructions, that sound like one
continual bookburning to make (he
fireplaces roar all year round
First, it was shredded documents.
Then, lost tapes Then, erased tapes.
Then, a missing dictabelt Now. a
deed ot -gilt
destroyed.
This
destruction is called a normal
procedure, though in the past the thing
was just said to be temporarily
"misplaced."
WHY, IF it is routine to destroy it.
not say at once that it was destroyed?
The missing deed-if there really
ever was one-would have signed over
Nixon's vice-presidential papers within
the period when such gifts were legal.
Its existence was first alleged after
proof was offered that the surviving
deed is backdated ill is typed on a
typewriter that had not even been
purchased by the date the document
gives above its signature.)
Why retype a legal document alter
the date it bears, and then sign it

oil the illegally misdated copy as the
original
The copy would have relerred to an
original, which would be preserved lor
those persnickety and carping people
who care more lor properly dated and
signed and notarized originals than lor
a prettily retyped text
without indicating that this is a copy on
a ditterent date than its notanzation
claims'*
THE explanation is that Ihe Nixon
lawyers wanted the typing and grade o(
paper to correspond with that on other
documents
Why' What lawyer thinks the
typeface matters more than ,i properly
dated and notarized signature0
Besides, to what was the new typing
supposed to conform''
It was not a question ol drawing this
paper into line with others that preexisted it. since the typewriter's
purchase occurred alter the date on the
document's face
EVEN IF it were a question of faking
something, one would think it should be
retyped to look earlier, not later.
But. of course, all these arguments
which reach toward absurdity assume,
for the arguing s sake, that a legal lirst
document once existed. And that
strains credulity.

WHO WAS supposed to be pleased by
the
second
effort-typewriter
advertisers'" Stationery
fetishists?
Neatness freaks' Typelace buffs0
The retyping could serve no
conceivable legal purpose- and other
purposes shrink (o insignificance next
to the legal one The only purpose that
makes any sense, at the moment, is an
illegal one
All this is bad enough in itself But
what really depresses is its dreary
repetition of a pattern First, we are
assured that nothing is amiss Then,
under investigation, the story starts
coming apart.

investigation and evidence.
IF IT is not the conduct of guilty
parties, then it is the best 'and most
inexplicable)
imitation ol guilty
conduct that could possibly be mounted
in our theater ol national farce
Copyright.

1974, Universal
Syndicate
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Then, as more people have to testify
in more places under oath, more of the
truth comes out-namely. that the
withheld document is being withheld
because it "no longer" exists
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BUT, WE are told, evidence exists
that will explain the bad appearancesin this case, the misplaced" original
document which has the legal force
lacking in the misdated surviving copy.

Press

Deny, evade, distract -and
if
necessary, destroy. That has been the
White House attitude toward all
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Bugie suggests OBA legal aid
While the Student Body
Organization
SBO
continues to explore the
possibility of low-cost legal
counseling (or University
students. Doug Bugie. junior
1A&S1 and SBO president,
suggests students needing
legal advice call the Ohio
Bar Association legal aid
referral service
The service is inex
pensive and (air
We

encourage students who
think they might have a
problem
requiring
legal
advice to contact the
service." Bugie said.
A student can call the service s toll free number
Monday
through
Friday
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m and
explain his problem. A staff
member will tell him i( the
problem
requires legal
attention

Quake recorded
Tremors
Irom
an
earthquake in southern
Illinois registered between
4-5 on the University
seismograph's rector scale
about 7 p in Wednesda>
Dr Ed Pawlowicz as
sistant prolessor o( geology
said the tremors ol this
reading indicate "an earthquake moderate in size "

He said the seismic waves
were recorded for about 15
minutes and originated in
the Springfield 111. area He
said this area has a history
of limited quakes
The quake could have been
triggered by storm fronts
Dr Pawlowicz speculates
He said static friction often
causes stress

If the person needs legal
aid. the staff member will
refer him to a lawyer in this
area Ten Bowling Green
lawyers participate In the
service.
THE LAWYER can
charge no more than 110 for
the first one-half hour visit.
This program is
economically leasible for
students who need legal
help." Bugie said
The referral service
number is 1-800-282-4738. All
information
is
kept
confidential
Bugie said pamphlets
explaining the service are
available in dormitories and
the SBO olfice "I plan to
get more pamphlets and
make them available in the
I'nion and other areas where
students will see them
Bugie said he plans to

contact the Law School at
the Iniversity ol Toledo to
see if its students would be
interested in coming to
campus to discuss major
legal
problems with
students

The Toledo Legal Aid
Society is "not interested

i API • Rescue workers counted the
dead yesterday and tried to help the
living rebuild after the nation's worst
tornado disaster in 49 years left more
than 335 dead and thousands injured
or homeless
Five states were declared federal
disaster areas, damage reached into
the hundreds of millions of dollars
The death toll in 11 states and
Canada stood at 337
"The destruction, the devastation
is unbelieveable.
said Vice
President Gerald R Ford after flying
over damaged areas of Ohio. "You
can see where the houses were
reduced to matches "

Patty
SAN FRANCISCO IAPI - The FBI
said yesterday it still considers
Patricia Hearst to be a kidnap victim
and is making an "all-out intensive
effort'' to arrest her abductors.
In a tape-recorded message
received
Wednesday,
a
voice

identified as Miss Hearst's said she
had joined her terrorist captors.
FBI Director Clarence M Kelley
said in Washington "The FBI will
use all available resources and take
all necessary actions to carry out
responsibility to pursue this case to a
successful conclusion
"The investigation instituted by the
FBI following the Feb 4. 1974.
abduction of Patricia Hearst is
continuing The welfare and safety of
Miss Hearst will remain primary
concerns of all FBI personnel as they
have been from the outset."

Aid to Vietnam
WASHINGTON (AP> - The House
rejected last night any increase in
U.S. military aid to South Vietnam
An amendment to increase the aid
to $274 million was rejected by a vote
of 177 to 154 despite contentions that
South Vietnam needs it to survive.
Critics accused the Pentagon of
trying to make an end-run around the
Jl 126 billion limit on U.S. military
aid to Saigon set by Congress last

"We are still checking into
possibilities of legal advice
for students, but right now
the best course is the Ohio
Bar Associations referral
service." Bugie said.

Kenan and Richard
Carpenter rehearse
their act in Andersen
Arena bafere meeting
a
Bawling
Green
audiance.
The
brethar-and-treter due
parfarmad bafere a
capacity crowd last
night, (rwwtpheteby
Joseph Click)

Energy symposium
to discuss values
A values workshop symposium will be held on
campus tomorrow with 70
faculty
members from
colleges and universities in
northwestern
Ohio
attending
Nine papers by Iniversity
faculty members will be
presented at the workshop

newsnotes
Tornado toll

in working with SBO on a
legal counseling program,
Bugie said

year and stressed they were not
abandoning the South Vietnamese
"The American people are not in a
mood to abandon South Vietnam."
said Rep Otis G Pike iD-N Y I "but
they're in a mood to question how
much money they should pay "

which will deal with The
Energy Crisis A Keason
For Values Re-examination
The workshop is sponsored
by the Anderson Center for
Personal Development and
directed by Dr
Karl
Kahdert.
professor
ot
management
Two papers will be
presenled lo the group while
othei s will be used as a basis
for small group discussions
Topics range from "An
Ethical Evalualion of Alternative Energy Sources'" to
"Living on Less on
Purpose

FEO to equalize gas supplies

Plane crash

WASHINGTON (API The Federal Energy Office
I FEO) ordered yesterday
the lapping ot some 11 I
million barrels of gasoline
from inventories to increase
the nations average dailysupply in April by aboul four
percent
The FEO said its April
gasoline allocations were
designed lo ensure that
every state gets at least HO
per cent as much gasoline as
il gol in Api il. 1972. adjusted
for growth in vehicle registrations since then
Bui lo achieve this distribution- more equal than
in March or Februai\--the

JOHANNESBURG. South Africa
(API - A DC4 airliner crashed at
Frandstown, Botswana, today, and
first reports said 76 persons aboard
were killed, the South African Press
Association said.
Six survivors were reported
The plane was carrying mine
workers from Francistown home to
Malawi, the South African Chamber
of Mines said.
The dead included 74 Malawians,
the pilot and copilot, while the flight
engineer and five
Malawian
passengers survived, the Chamber of
Mines reported
_i

Graduate Programs in

gasoline supply available
per day must decrease for a
dozen states and the District
of Columbia, while it
increases lor 36 states, the
daily supply ol two states
remains unchanged.
The FEO figures indicate
that Vermont is lo receive 13
per cent less gasoline per
day in April than in March
and Texas 10 per cent less.
OTHER states whose perday allocation was cut were
Arkansas, one per cent less.
Arizona 6 per cent. District
of Columbia 3 per cent.
Florida 2 per cent. Georgia
I per cent. Illinois one per
cent. Kansas 4 per cent.

Humanities

Library ond
Information
Science

Cluster College^
Presents

I ii €*•**•» m Itbrjfy
Si iencr can *l*rt
. i- fiom |h*
SI HOOI Ol i HIHA»V ICICNCC. C*»«
Wr%t*'n Mno'v* University, Cl«"vt
Ijnd Oh.o
nrril lo tompltlt 36 hou'i
«..'•«■ ^nd you Will h»V« fjhtf
I
',
1 chOOl'nfl l"e Ge,n*f»l
I I.'!'. St'viCf •*'(«n'jm o' IIOAI J
'•■onf-iin* including

Jj^, M*^

Louisiana !> per cent. Massa
chusetts 4 per cent. Oklaho
ma 9 per cent and Wyoming
6 per cent

cent. Hawaii 16 per cent.
Iowa 15 per cent. Indiana 14
per cent. Michigan II per
cent. Missouri 14 per cent.
Montana 14 per cent; North
Carolina 29 per cent. Ohio 17
per cent, Oregon 10 per
cent, Hhode Island 16 per
cent. South Carolina 11 per
cent, and West Virginia 14
percent

Thirteen states
were
assigned
April
pel day
increases ranging from 10 to
29 per cent, compared with
March
They were Alaska, 29 per

Credit talk set for Tuesday
Patricia Woodland will speak on the "Implications of 18year-old Adulthood and Credit" at 10 a.m. Tuesday in the
Commuter Center.
She is employed by the Banks ol Ohio and Master Charge
Her appearance is sponsored by Student Activities
The speech is free and open to the public.

Now Open!
r~
(Weather Permitting)

BGSU GOLF COURSE
& DRIVING RANGE *
East Poe Road - Phone 2-2674

SEASON MEMBERSHIPS
NOW ON SALE!
BGSU Students
Faculty & Staff
Public
(Family Plans Also Available)

Health Sc.rnce* Ubr«ri»nihip and
ComntunKjl.onv an **p*ci*"y dt»
tiK"e>tl i mi tulum in coopoadon with
t»r Cfevtland Health Sovnct. Li
b'jry »n0 thf Stnoot 0» Mtd'Cnt
I ■bi.ii, Management. *n mtcdiKipin.iry piOgrjTI m cooperation win
1he> Schoa ot M*i.*Rrm»nt De>p*rt
■"ft P' Operation* tt**e»'ch Double
Mastei * 4*.ifde0

APR.SW

Information Systems, a prog-am
designed to p'epj-e graduates HI the
dMIgfl
irnl mimcrmenl ot In'or
matiO" System* (c mdust'y and
gowe-nmenl

S+udenf Service

Forum

Drug Inlcmatien Prograns,designed
»o< the> g>adu.*te pharmacist seomg
to »e *ocus nis career Emphasis on
t'.i i -it the pharmacist to act at
information specialist m the area of
clii'Cal drug information

8:30 m

law libfenenship.
cooperation
with the School ot law
ng prec
t«cei espenencr m the law St ho©'

GREENS FEES SCHEDULE
Weekdays
BGSU Students
All Others
Weekends
BGSU Students
All Others

* DRIVIHC RANGE HOURS

Admissions Officer
SCHOOL OF LIBRARY SCItMCC
Dept A

/TEAK. BRK6D POTflTO. /fllRD RflD R0U
CASI WESTERN RISIRVC UNIVfRSITV
<_L[ VUAND OH© 44KX

I
I

"WE'RE GOING TO GIVE YOU AN
OFFER YOU CAN'T REFUSE."

>
)

I
I

I
|
<
<

Preferred Properties has exactly what you've |
been looking for. Houses and Apartments now I
leasing for spring, summer, and fall.

>

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES AVAILABLE - JUNE 15 TO
s

fa

I;

AUGUST 30 300 FOR COMPLETE APARTMENT.

L

1

Fantastic Party House, indoor Pool, Health Spa membership
shin all included.

:;]
1

!:

9 Holes 18
$1.50
$3.00
9 Holes 18
$2.00
$3.50

Weekdays: 3 p.m.-11 p.m.
Sat.Sun.: 1 p.m.-ll p.m.

Candidates accepted for Si
Fall o- Spring Sessions Financial aid
Ihfough a compiehensive Wc- Study
Program as well as scholarships

Rental Office - 602 6th Street

352-9378 g'
, ,i^ dAi ''\ ■:?- .iii Hi. -

$ 50.00
$ 60.00
$120.00

/T6flKDinn6R-0niV2.99
Ponderosa's top-of-lhe-line steak dinner. A delicious big
T-Bone steak with a tossed green salad, baked Idaho potato and an oven warm roll with butter. Ponderosa's best
. . .and all for only $2.99.

PONDEROSA STEAK HOUSE

Holes
$2.00
$4.00
Holes
$3.00
$5.00

Pag*. 4/The 8X3 News, Matey, April S, 1*74

TV director looking for fresh faces
His name has appeared on
the credits (or programs
such as
Love American
Style " The Dick Van Dyke
Snow." 'Lots ol Luck and
"The Mary Tyler Moore
Show" for which he received
an Emmv nomination

"The primary job of a
television director is to
transmit the script to tape."
comedy director Alan
II.ilkin said Wednesday
Rafkin is on campus for a
month to supervise a course
sponsored by the popular

Campus Safety reports offenses
Campus Safety responded to 224 complaints. 180 criminal
offenses and 44 non-criminal offenses during March. Dale
Shaffer. Campus Safety director, said yesterday
Criminal offenses are those defined as violations of state
law or city ordinance
There were 28 traffic and 21 criminal charges filed in
Bowling Green Municipal Court Criminal offenses included
seven for public indecency, three lor breaking and entering,
three petit larcenies, one disorderly conduct, one
obstruction of a public official, two open containers, one
receiving stolen property, one failure to disperse, one
unruly child and one consumption of alcohol in a motor
vehicle.

culture department which
deals with the direction of
half-hour
television
comedies
The director spent his first
nighl in Bowling Green
watching
the Academy
Awards program "It was
embarassing
and
atrocious. Kafkin said. "I
can l help wondering what
some ol the people in
Hollywood though! about
it
HE SAID he thought the
streaking
incident
was
planned There was no way
that guy could have been
backstage without someone
knowing about it. " he said.
Kalkin. a native of New
York, is a graduate of

UAO PRESENTS

COUNT BASIE & HIS ORCHESTRA
SUNDAY, APRIL 7,8 p.m.
GRAND BALLROOM • UNION
TICKETS
$4 General Reserved
$3 General Admission
AVAILABLE AT UAO OFFICE 22343
3RD FLOOR UNION

Syracuse University and a
Korean War veteran.
After the war he started
an act as a nightclub
comedian which he said
went nowhere 'So I quit
and went to work at CBS at
the very bottom of the
ladder," Rafkin explained.

"In those days you could
work your way up. I had a
lot of different jobs and
finally got to be a director."
He said the first shows he
directed were religious
programs which gave him
good experience for what he
does today

'Get involved'

"MARY TYLER MOORE
is great to work with. She is
always totally prepared,"
Rafkin said. "Ted Knight is
humorous, amusing
and
charming He hung around
Hollywood for years and is
just now making it big "

UAO

The bloodmobile marks
the first campus blood drive
to accept 17-year old donors.
Mack said It also is the first
three day drive held at the
University
Last fall's blood drive
collected 499 units of blood,
the largest collection in any
bloodmobile visit in the
history of the Northwest
Ohio Regional Blood Center,
according to Creta C.
O'Connor, public relations
director for the Greater
Toledo American Red Cross

I
-,
Itl
II
1 .

said "He too has been
around for a long time,
working mostly in dramatic
productions before ' "The
Mary Tyler Moore Show."
Rafkin
said
anyone
wanting to be an actor
should learn to be patient if
they want to break into
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A spokesman lor Campus
Safety reported yesterday
that a cassette tape
recorder and AC-DC adapter
jack were stolen from 429
Life-Science
Bldg
The
items, belonging to Pat
Mi i .inn graduate student,
were valued at $105.
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James Taylor

"There is always a chance
that you can make it." he
said "That's what makes it
an exciting business.
"I am constantly looking
for fresh, interesting faces.
My feeling is that if you
have the talent, eventually
you will make it. Look at
Ted Knight and Ed Asner
They were around Hollywood a long time. They paid
their dues and now they are
stars." he said.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Cog-

FREE RAP SESSION 6:00 MAIN AUD.-UNIV. HALL

television or films.

"Ed Asner is a thoroughly
delightful human being." he

Moore, Knight and Ed
Asner star in "The Mary

donate blood
Roll up your sleeve The
bloodmobile will be on
campus Tuesday through
Thursday
"This time we want to
collect 500 pints." Roily T.
Mack.
blood
drive
chairman said
it's very
important for students to
donate blood because people
should get involved in their
communities while they are
still in college "
Donors should be 17 years
old and over and weigh al
least 110 pounds. Walk-in
donors will be accepted, but
appointments are preferred
Appointments can be
made by calling the Union
Activities Office at 372 2343.
Hours for the drive are 11
am 5 p m Tuesday and 10
am -4 p in Wednesday and
Thursday

Tyler Moore Show" which
Rafkin has directed.

Through his work, he has
met some of television's
biggest stars.

1
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by Garry Trudeau

May 9

STUDENT- FACULTY PLAN

$

1^PERDAY©
CAR IN EUROPE

Mam f c/»u6/e ctitfsc
/ ?//</£APPLE
re«//y delicious !:

12"

DOMINO'S PIZZA

$

3.00

16"

PKBSIXNTIAL IAWWI
JAMBS ST. OAK APPBAKSP IN
COXr TOPAY TO TRY TO BLOCK

OKAY, eUCTHPNIC
MEM-HOW
606S TH£
WOK!?

THE COIMT atPEX. HE
^ LOOKED CALM AS HE
^ MAPE HIS APPEAL

Mr 70 THE JUP6E.

• Summof new-car leaw plan
• Purchase special savings
• Hoslels-camptng-discognl club

/ACTION -

^

^

$

4.50

352-5221

DepartmQ o«

to'

days

CLaSSIFIED ■<!«*"

fl Student U Teacher G I ease II Buy

"«MM»'

• Two bedrooms completely furnished apt.
• Fantastic Party House t^Mto'^,™rtm«7.),taw'e*,0,fV'
• Indoor Pool docker rooms)

CAMPUS CALENDAR

spring qlr 352 4160

Friday. April 5.1974

If. who will gard In Dec.
needs place to live next
fall qtr Can sublease for
thalqtr only Call 2-5837

MANUFACTURING LABORATORY Shop faculties
such as woodworking, metalworktng, equipment, etc.
will be open to all students for independent work.
Must provide own materials and safety glasses with
side shields. Friday 6 p.m. - 10 p.m and Saturday 9
a.m. - 3 p.m. Rm 124 Technology Building.
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS Open photography
lab for all interested members of the campus
community. You must supply your own photographic
paper. A tea of $50 will cover the coat of chemicals
each session. Room 232 Technology Building
Wednesdays 2 p.m. - i p.m. and Saturdays 10 a.m. - 4
pni.

• Gas Heating & Air Conditioning
• Utilities Paid, .«•?..i.ctn<it,

Cable TV — Food Waste Disposal — Gas Ranges
Refrigerator/Freezer — Wall to Wall Carpeting
Laundry Facilities in each Building
Village Wide Security System For Undisturbed Privacy

Fall-On a 4 Person Rental f
!

Volunteers needed for the United Cerebral Palsy
Telethon, Sat. 4 Sun April 6*7. Even if you can only
spare one hour, we need you Sign-up at Room 410
Education Building
Saturday, April 6,1974
The Bowling Green Slate University Power Volleyball
Team will host Indiana University in a best of five
game match in Anderson Arena today at 1:30 p.m.
Free and open to the public
Sunday. April 7.1974

00

65

SUMMER LEASE AVAILABLE SPECIAL
JUNE 15 TO AUGUST 30th - $300.00
FOR COMPLETE APARTMENT
SEE MODEL AT SUITE 5 - SHERWOOD
Hours: 9-12. 1-5 Mon.-Fn„ Sat. 1-5
853 NAPOLEON RD. - PHONE 352-6248

Cherry
Hill
Village

couewooM

555 Filth Ave NY.10017/697-5800

The Crypt Coffeehouse. Live entertainment,
refreshment! Free and open to all Bring your
friendi Tonight from 8 to 12 p.m. la the baaement of
the UCF Ceatar.
___^_

Cablevision is available

I

ALICEALWAYS
DI6S V'E CHAPCOAl
PKAUIIN6S Of

For Free Folder writ*: CTE-

Cherry Hill

1 2 or 9 mo. Lease

J

OH, WOW!
WHAT A 6&AT
LIKBNeSSf
wee TONES'

United Christian Fellowship will hold Contemporary
Worship Services this morning at 11 a.m. la the
Chapel of the UCF Center at 313 Thurstln.
A Duplicate Bridge Match will be bald today la the
Ohio Suite of the Union Play begins promptly at 1:30
and is open to all experienced bridge players.
The BGSU Sailing Club will matt tonight at 7 00 p.m
in 201 Hayes Hall
LOST AND FOUND

3094

Lost Men's blue star
sapphire ring In white
gold setting. P.S.R. on
inside. If found please
call Paul at 372-1 J»8 or 22891

Plua makers and
delivery people wanted.
Apply in person to
Pagliai's. 1004 South
Main St.

Lost: Guy's blue class
ring, Fort Recovery
High. Call Alice. 2-5223
Reward.
Lost: Pair of gold wire
rim glasses in US Ed.
Build. Mon afternoon.
Please return so I can
see. 2-3110.
Lost: BGSU 1974 Class
ring la Buckeye Room of
Union Monday night
Reward. No questions
naked 363-7942

Position available, Law
clerk Local B.G. Law
firm seeking person
interested in 1 yr. experience In various fields of
law prior to attending
law school. Some typing
required.
Interested
persons contact 333-3615.
Crisis Phone seeds
volunteers who will be
here this summer and
would like to work as
telephone respondents
Call J52-7587 for information.

■ELPWANTP
Eip R4.R Bas • Drmi
seek Lead, Rhytm,
w^s.aat-3aa»{an.6).
Girls wanted for summer
service station help.
Uniforms fern. Call 655-

WANTED

2 m. needed to fill 4 man
apt. at Haven house this
summer.
flOO/summer man Call 372-5*37
2 f to sublet apt. spring
L summer. 965 mo. Call
38X701.
Need 1 girl to fill 4 girl
apt. at Campus Manor
for spring qtr Ph. 3529302 Irom 1-4:30..
Needed: Place to live (or
1 m for spring Would
like own rm. Call 2-5781.
Wanted, used bicycle, for
reasonable price. Call:
352-0979.
Needed: Place to live for
1 m. for spring. Would
like own rm. Call 2-5781
Wanted, used bicycle, for
reasonable price, Call:
352-0979.
Wanted - Male roommate
for June to Sept. Own
room air coed.. Close to
campus. Randy - 3721*59
SERVICES OTTERED
Need to talk? Declaions?
Call us at EMPA for
Pregnancy Aid 351*236
M11-1;TWR6:S0-9:S0;F
3-0
INTERESTED IN NO
FRILLS LOW-COST JET
TRAVEL to Europe, The
Middle East, The Far
East, Africa, or practically anywhere? EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS
can help you (lad the
least expensive way for
getting where you want
to go. Phone us toll-free,
24 hours s day, at (800)
223-5500.
Abortion Information
Service. Cl inlc very close
to area. 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist. Immediate
arrangements will be
made with ao hassle. Call
collect 24 hoar service
216*31-1567.

Ticket! for Bach. Turner
Overdrive wanted. Call
352-4110.

Need a babysitter
Tuesday afternoons or
Wednesday evenings?
Call 373-3013.

Needed. Room or apt for
single male student

PERSONAL!

ZBTRushSundsy4:00-,,
All men welcomed.
Refreshments.

Mic * cord. E-V 664 var.
imp like new 352-9380
after 6p.m.

Nancy:
I'm sorry.
Please come home. We
need you EQD.

Red. 71 Vega Hatchback,
auto, trans., radio and 4
radials. Dim. 2-2826
after 7 0U 1 874-3684

Applications for directorship to the Office of
Voter Awareness can be
picked up at 315 Union.
Blues Extravaganxa with
Muddy Waters. Buddy
Guy L Jr. Wells, Hound
Dog Taylor 4 the Houserockers, Bo Bo Jenkins.
One String Sam and
Muskadlne Blues Band.
Toledo Sports Arena,
Friday, April 5. 7:00.
High times, so be there!
Betas, last Friday's tea
at the Hydraulic Room
was great! Thanx so
much, the Sisters of
Delta Gamma.

FOR RENT
Sublet: 2 bed unfurn
isned apt. avail unined
April rent Iree. Call 6695961 or 372-2301 between 8
and 5.
3 bedroom apartment to
sublet, for summer only.
840 month for 4 persons.
853 month for 5 persons
Call Lindsay, 372-1371
NICE 4 bdrm apt for 5
or 6 mature co-eds.
Summer & Fall. 1 block
from campus. 1 bdrm.
apt. for married couple fall 3517056 after 5

A candle passing during
Happy Hours? Really!
Congratulations Mary
and Scott on your DGSAE pinning. i.lTB. the
Sisters.

APARTMENTS
RENT. 352-4671.

ZBT Rush Sunday 4:00?
All men welcomed
Refreshments.
FOR SALE

Nice 2 bed. apts. for 4
students (urn
a/c.
Summer * Fall rentals
with 9 mo. leases and
special summer rates.
Buff Apts 1470 and 1490
dough Call 354-7541 or
38-3-3143 for information.

Polaroid 60 sec camera
with case nearly new.
830 G.E. h/w portable
TV. 310. 2-2410.
66 Olds. F-65. Good transportation Call 351*987
after 3:00p.m.
Siberian Husky puppies.
6 weeks old. 353-3911.
Bell Star Motorcycle
Helmet used 5 times. 840.
C4I12-4T03.
1871 V W Van - 8200
below book Extras. 419334-320808 Caprice Full power*
AC. 384-1493alter5
Ross 8 track tape player,
speakers. When new
8180. Now 8 mo. used.
Will sail 880. Call 3728307.
10x50 Mobile home In
good condition 655-3792.
Emerson console stereo Gerrard turntable 6
spars. Beautiful cabinet
383-9380 after 6 p.m.
'87 Dodge Van 8600 Call
8818988. Leave message
for Bill

TO

Apartment to sublet
spring quarter. 2 bdrms.,
lto baths. 185 mo. For
information call 352-9378

Apartment to sublet
spring quarter. 2 males.
885 mo. For information
call 352-9378
Summer Quarter. One or
two man apartment one
block from campus. Paid
utilities, air conditioning.
Call Jeff or John - 351
4169
Fnrn. apt for 2 pen. to
sublease for summer on
S. Summit Reasonable.
383-5071
2 bedroom, air conditioned, carpeted, down-.
team. Jaae 1.33177*3
New Reatiag For Fall
Qtr, Fen. s M 2
baths, 8138 mo. 3
8*40 mo 4 oc1 bad. ram, 2
atMta 8170 mo. Prices
are far a 9 mo lease,
lean * water fern, lower
prices for 1 year lease.
Cat far oar law aasnmer
rates aaa kaapecUoa. 351
48»4 or 1-883-8*82 collect

Friday. April S, 1974, The tO few./*** S

Crisis-nagging irritation despite more gas
EDITOR'S NOTE: Hal the
tntrgy crisis left u imprini
oi
America!
life?
Associated Press reporters
have
talked
with
government leaders, social
scientists and the man on
the street to get a preliminary reading on this
question. In this second of a'
series of three articles, the
effects of the suburbs are
examined.
By Terry Ryan
Associated Press Writer
The energy crisis inuially
a threat to suburban
mobility- is more a nagging
irritation now
in most
American suburbs
It's
something to worry about
along with food prices and
school taxes and maybe
politics
The gasoline lines have
vanished and you might
even get your windshield
washed again The economic
impact
was not overwhelming except tor those
who lost jobs or live in all
electric homes
But
something
has
changed says the residents
ot suburbia And planners
and builders see more
changes down the road
Associated Pratt repor
ters recently visited a cross
section ot suburban communities
from
altluent
Welletlev. west ol Boston, to
mi.MIe . lass Glendale
north o! l.ns Angeles The>
talked lo people in super
markets service stations
city halls and on the Streets
IN ADDITION to a wide
spread cynicism about the
whole thing they lound a
few
tangible changes
produced by the energy
crisis
Most people are di iving
less and many say they will
keep it down
I think mi
husband likes the lower gas
bills
said Mrs
Lvle

NOW PLAYING
7:15-9:35

McQ-he s a
busted cop,
his gun is
unlicensed,
and his story
is incredible

i

JOHN WAaYNE

■ --

. Ct-»"i

Holmes, a Wellesley. Mass
housewife
•
■■Gasoline shortages have
coaxed people aboard mass
transit. Commuter buses
and trains enjoy a new tound
popularity The cry now is
lor better service in the
suburbs themselves No one
knows if it will last
-People are staying closer
to home Weekend jaunts
are no longer a presumption
and some people even think
twice about going across
town
MANY suburban residents
relate the energy crisis to
larger problems challenging
their lifestyle
Hose Mensko pushed hei
shopping cart down a
supermarket aisle in West
M il 11 in. Pa . a blue collar
subuib 20 minutes driving
timetrom Pittsburgh
It s disgusting.
she
said ' Kverytime 1 shop
prices have jumped Why
they raise them i ight before
my eyes
And it seems that this
energy crisis is the same old
story Everyone wants to
get
then
pockets lull
without worrying about the
little man. Pretty soon
we 're going to have nothing
but the rich and the poor and
no middle class
The I'niversiiv ot Pitts

burgh's ("enter for I'rban
Research recently studied
response to the energy crisis
in the Pittsburgh area Twothirds ol those surveyed
lived in suburbs Most were
white, married and at least
high school graduates
OVER 4* per cent said
they drive less on Sundays
and about the same number
visit relatives and tnends
less often now About 25 per
cent go out to restaurants
less frequently and there
was a marked decline ol
interest in buying new cars
Beyond that. 82 per cent
were dissatislied with the
general
conditions
in
America today And ">5 pet
cent said life would be no
better in 197ii

freeway systems They also
talk ol condominiums and
town houses as replacements for the single t.imily
home
THESE trends
they
emphasized,
were there
before the Arabs ever
thought ol an oil embargo
The energy crisis has simply
added momentum
Developments will still
be spread out but there is ,i
trend to move a little closer
in
said K H Clancy, a
Phoenix
At ix
land
developer
The effects ot the energy
crisis are clearly visible in
the Phoenix area, a 1,000tquare-mile desert sprawl
almost totally dependent on

the automobile
' First
we
have
Watergate then the meat
crisis and the wheat crisis
and now the energy crisis
The people are telling us
that they can t put up with
all these different things
said Dr Jin Nehnovajs.i
director ol the I'rban He
search Center
In the long run
say
planners and buildeis the
energy crisis will move
people closer to where thin
wo t k
They I a I k
ot
redevelopment ot the innei
suburbs, a movement away
Iroin the lunge ot the

A $4.»HHi trailer sits in
from ol Richard Morrison's
home in Tempo. Ariz . a
middle-class community 'M
minutes Irom Phoenix 'We
don I use it too much these
days said Mrs Morrison
H K 1. K N
Evei haI I
another
lempe
resident
said her driving has been
reduced
to
essentials

CHRIST THE SAVIOR EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH
252 S. Main St., Bowling Green
M| Mb 1MI i* ■ M| MM KM Mi dot MO IM.
For personal counsel see
John Alan Krueger, Pastor
805 Kioto Road, Phone 352-3545
Or Call CHRISTLINE, 352-0379

Midwest manufacturer has immediate opening for campus representative to sell and
develop test market data for new product on
campus level. Excellent earning potential.
For local interview contact:

Mr. Jan Gaydos
Marketing Manager
Poly Products
P.O. Box 399
Port Clinton, Ohio 43452
ph. (419) 635-2619

m Glendale, a tairly typical
Southern California suburb
Ise

ot
■

local

parks
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OPEN 7 00-SHOW 8:00

BACK BY
POPULAR DEMAND

Your first
tampon
should
be a
Kotex
tampon.

1

— * F*v»» biUtU C.

wasn't,
here's a
second
chance.
Ui-pon% (i ia-npont) t ccity pun
eoflUinei j«d a vt'r •■piar.aio-,
boo. ««Ml«d TclMI Li>. it I,
mjjihil oifl^Miin- *ilh IM m co
lo covtf mailing jnd 1 jnoiing iu

WHEN YOU TAKE PICTURES
IN THE LIFE ANO TIMES Of

pnB»

,II

i -1 , i ~r

"i iiifB

Send your film to be developed to Best
Photo We guarantee to return clear,
sharp pictures on high quality, silkfinish paper. If we don't, we'll refund your
money. Not a rip off but a sincere, honest
promise.
Our student representative on your
campus has distributed mailers throughout the campus. Look for the display
box in stores, laundromats, and restaurant*
Mike Williard
424 Offenhauer

fiSSfe

for magna cum laude grads
Faculty Senate's action to
raise the accumulative point
average
required
to
graduate magna cum laude
from 3 7 to 3 75 will not
apply to June graduates. Dr
John T Greene, chairman ot
Faculty
Senate.
said
yesterday
"A question has boon
raised as lo whether it is
just to alter the rutofl point
just before the end ot the
academic year
said Dr

AND PEOPLE are more
interested in staying neat
home when they look for a
job said Virginia Harvey,
branch managei lor the Km
ploynient Research Agency

In Glendale
Cai pools and mass transit
have been boncticiaries ol
the energy crisis
In the.
subui bs
around
Seattle
Wash . the mass transit
system reports a liHi pet
cent increase in nderslup A
computer matching service
for car pools should get

Greene
Faculty Senate will use ,i
ridei lo amend the time
change from June to nexi
fall, said Dr Greene. He
saul he is contulent it will
pass
Students and parents

CURE "TERM PAPER FRIGHT"

ERRORITE

AT YOUR
CAMPUS STORE

------ WITH ERRORITE!
CINEMA I

NOW PLAYING
FRIDAY - 7 30 & 10 15
SAT & SUN 200.4 45. 7 30 & 10 15

pointed out that a change
now would be unfair, and I
would have to agree, said
Dr Creene
The Senates decision is
prompted by a continual
increase in the grade point

in*

average
students

of

University

This is merely a general
response to the inflation of
grades over the last few
years, "said Dr Greene.

PKA LITTLE SIS
SLAVE DAY

r>
tytt\s

Saturday, April 6th

s>

WILLING TO DO MOST
ANY JOB
Call 2-2159 between
10 a.m. and 5 p.m.

HAVE JOB? WE'LL TRAVEL!

M'll
b-fltLLaiLt-UL^
LbbLililliLsil^

WINNER of 2 ACADEMY AWARDS!
Now, full scholarship assistance
for your junior and senior years,
plus chance to become a leader in
the nuclear energy Held.

ALL SEATS-J3.00
FOR ALL PERFORMANCES
TICKETS ON SALE
60 MINUTES PRIOR
TO EACH SHOW
Only Stating Capacity
Will t>* Sold
NO ONE SEATED

WIUIAW PETER BLA1TYS

AFTER PERFORMANCE
STARTS.

THE
EXORCIST
o

Spscial Road Show
Engagement
SORRY-NO PASSES

CINEMA n

: . ■-.- b-WILUAM

<WR] From Wnn«r BiOS

NOW PLAYING
FRIDAY • 7:30 & 10:15

• Saturday & Sunday Continuous Performances- 2:00.4 45. 7 30,10:15

WINNER OF 7 ACADEMY AWARDS!
fading- BEST PICTURE!

TWO OF THE YEAR S
BI6GEST BOXOFFICE HITS1

MCQUEEN/
MacGRAW
THE GETAWAY
^ ■ - - -«7

Grade requirements change

IIS

j Fact
1 Line
| 2-2445

Because only Kolex
lampons have sofl.
rounded ends
gentle
insertion guides
instead ol two bulky
lubes
and more
protection than the
leading brand But
the only way lo be
convinced is to let a
Kotex tampon be
your first one

OPEN FRIDAY
SAT.-SUN.

suburb. "I don't like it." he
said of the gasoline situation, but I'm willing to pay
more not to hassle it."

shop less ol ten
she said
The same things hold true

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

MARKETING
MAJORS

keep on driving
Jeft DeMarce is a truck
driver and lives in Burien.
Wash .
a
south
Seattle

"Pleasure trips are out and I

."

For the man who has almost
everything, Jesus Christ has eternal life!

under way this month
But many people resent
the whole thing II it is just a
matter ot monev. thev will

recreation lacilities is up
considerably
They're not making the
big trip to the beach, said
Frank Perron ot the local
YMCA
At Paddock's Book Store,
owner Dai ven Paddock has
seen a resurgence ot how
to" books for the home.
"There's more and more
interest in books from
gardening to building
something in the backyard
to making bread ' he said

To qualify you must have completed one semester
each ot calculus and physics, or two semesters
of calculus and have a B average or belter
'Depending upon your performance you will be mlerviewed during your senior year lor the Navy s Nuclear
Program and for training as a Navy Nuclear Officer
II you can quality for the demanding yet rewarding
nuclear field you can aniicipafe live years ol employment as a regular Navy officer
For full details on this new NROTC Nuclear Propulsion
Candidate program phone or see your local Navy
recruiter

Be someone special in the Navy.

PAUL
NEWMAN
ROBERT
REDFORD
ROBERT
SHOW

me sriiw

Tuihon. books and edi icalional lees are all included
m this new NROTC Nuclear Propulsion Candidate
program Along with $ 100 a monih lo help you wilh
I your living expenses And on lop ot lhal you have
an opportunity to build a rewarding career lor yoursell
m the last-growing nuclear energy lield

Call LT BEEN or LTJG BROWN
COLLECT: 216-522-4825 or 4831
AGlOOGt WOWl'lM
IfOtMlCOlOt" AUHMtSAlPlCIUtf PO)
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It's a long belt to left field...

It's going, going and gone--714
CINCINNATI
(AP)
•
Relentless
Hank
Aaron
ascended
Into
baseball's
throne room yesterday by
whacking his 714th career
home run (o join Babe Ruth
as the most prolific slugger
In history
The soft-spoken Atlanta
.star unloaded his historicblast in his first at-bat of the
1074 season-in the first
inning against Cincinnati-to
equal a mark once thought
unreachable
Aaron's blast off veteran
right-hander

Jack

Billing

ham cleared the left field
fence about 380 feet from
home plate
THE GAME was less than
five minutes old when the 40
year old Aaroir a native of
Mobile. Ala . crashed his
historic homer before a sun
splashed crowd of 52,154.
largest opening day turnout
in the 106-year history of
baseball's oldest team
Aaron s
380-lool
blast
pulled him abreast of a
record
once
considered
unattainable
The record-

tying feat came 39 years
after Ruth retired from the
game he popularized Aaron
was I year old when Kuth hit
his linal homer
An nth hour addition to
the lineup. Aaron's historic
homer
came
after
considerable dispute and
drama. The question of his
availability spawned a feud
with baseball Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn and Braves'
brass The team announced
earlier this spring that
Aaron would be withheld

until
Atlanta's'
home
opening series Monday
Aaron's record-tying 714th
home run was hit on 3-1
pitch with two men on base
at 2:40 p.m.. EDT, and
failed to get into the left
field
bleachers,
falling
instead between the fence
and the stadium wall It was
retrieved by a member ol
the
Riverfront
Stadium
security force, brought back
to the field and presented to

Aaron
by second
base
umpire John McSherry after
Aaron
returned
to the
dugout
RALPH
GARR
had
opened the game with a
walk
and
Mike
Lum
followed with a single to left
field After Darrell Evans
flied out, Aaron approached
the plate to a loud ovation
He took two balls outside,
then a called strike letter
high and then another ball

in tomorrow's contest
being a homer, but you're
always disappointed when it
happens with men on base
But Henry deserves it '
Aaron later grounded out
to third base in the third
inning and walked in the

Coverage
Executive Sports Editor
Jack n Hi iv.1 will lie in
Cincinnati's
Riverlront
Stadium
tomorrow
tftei noon to cover the Reds
Braves baseball contest in
which
Henry
Aaron
is
expected to be in the lineup
gunning for a record-setting
715th home run

fifth later scoring on an
error
It was his 2.062nd
career run scored, tying him
for third place on that alltime list with Willie Mays.
Aaron then lined out to
center field in the seventh
inning and was removed
from the game in the bottom
of the seventh with the
Braves leading 6-2
The home run came in his
2.%5lh major league game.
Huth played 2.503 games in
22 years
Aaron has had
2,890 more times at bat than
Huth
The Atlanta slugger has
averaged 35.8 homers a year
for 20 seasons Huth finished
with a 32 4 average

CONCEALING
the
pressure of his long chase ol
Ruth's record. Aaron said
he'll show more emotion
when he claims the recordbreaking 715th homer
"I'll probably run around
the bases backward,
said
the reserved superstar
Rose, who watched the
historic shot sail over his
head in lelt field, said
1
knew it was tone It made
me mad I didn't mind it

HAPPY HOURS

"A,

3-6 P.M.

I

UAO CAMPUS MOVIE

And that i just till bef inning
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far tht sesmn starting Jury. Ml*
Euromcd Kill assist qualified A«*f
•can students in pining timhim
la rccofnurd ■terseii medical
scnoals.

cawMian.

featuring

Hoppinati 11 hem* run no 714.

Hundreds ol
American students
placed in
RECOGNIZED
OVERSEAS
MEDICAL SCHOOLS
Hipouon Euromefl!
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"A Warm December"

Sports weekender

»►<

For Your Viewing Pleasure:

2 Black Films

brown paper bag
The game was interrupted
for six minutes as vice president Gerald Ford and Commissioner Kuhn came onto
the field to pay tribute to
Aaron, along with Bill Bar
tholomay. board chairman
of the Braves.
•Thank you very much,"
Aaron said from the field.
"I'm just glad its almost
over with.''

The Falcon lacrosse squad 11-01 will meet Wittenberg in a
Midwest Lacrosse Association contest at 2 p m tomorrow
atDoytL Perry Field
The llnksters will be in action this morning at the
Marshall Invitational
Twenty-nine teams including the Bowling Green track
squad will participate in the Ohio University Relays
tomorrow afternoon.
The Betters will be in Oxtord for two matches tomorrow
afternoon with Cincinnati and Northern Illinois
The Falcon dlamondmen, riding the crest of a six-game
winning streak, will play Ferris State of Michigan in a
doubleheader this Sunday at Warren E Steller Field First
game action begins at 1 p.m with a 20-minute intermission
between tht1 home games

Aaron will participate
CINCINNATI (API Age
less Hank Aaron shed the
ghost
of
Babe
Huth
yesterday.
•"It's a load ofl my back."
said the Atlanta Braves
slugger
after
tying
baseballs
most
revered
record by slamming his
714th home run in his first
at-atof 1974
The
victim
was Jack
Billingham. who explained.
"You don't make mistakes
to Henry Aaron."
But the Cincinnati Reds,
the
defending
National
League West champions,
recouped after the eqic shot
and rallied to a 7-6 victory in
11 innings Pete Rose, who
doubled home the tying run
with two out in the ninth
inning, doubled again with
two out in the Uth and
scored the winning run all
the way from second base on
Buzz Capra's wild pitch
Aaron indicated he'll play
in tomorrow's game against
lefty Don Gullett. who has
given up more homersseven--to the Atlanta star
than any other Cincinnati
pitcher

before lining the next pitch
over the fence.
His Atlanta teammates
poured out of the dugout to
meet him at home*plate and
Aaron strolled to a box seat
beside the Atlanta dugout
and kissed his wife Billye
Aaron then went into the
dugout as
the applause
continued and came out
again
when
McSherry
carried the ball to him in a

'c §pphcsiion a/id further
mfO'rr,it,on phone foil ''#•

Pitcher Beer
Friday April 5

(SOO) 645 1234
m New York State phone

(516) 746 2380

or write.

Friday and Saturday

Euromed. Ltd.
I'D Old Cauntiy lead
NT tlSOt

High Plains Drifter

M.KMIJ

6:00-8:15-10:30

7:30 p.m.

Free With ID

I MAIN AUDITORIUM-UNIVERSITY HALL |

"THE MACK"

Sunday Feature...

Life And Times Of Judge Roy Bean
Has Been Cancelled.

9:30 p.m.

The Spaghetti Bowl
As low as '1.59

April 5 & 6

Imagine, your choice of lour tantalizing spaghetti dinners, imliiding our Roman Salad Bar where you build
il yourself (as much as you wanl). an oven-warm garlit roll, and fancy Parmesan cheese!

105 Hanna Hall

1

SOUTH SIDE SIX PRESENTS ANOTHER t
FANTASTIC POP SPECIAL!!!

CAPTAIN
I^EEfHEACT

8-Pack 16 oz. PEPSI

F0R0NLY99* PLUS DEPOSIT
SOUTH SIDE SIX

WEEKDAYS i. SUNDAY
911
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

912

737 SOUTH MAIN
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GET INVOLVED -

Friday, April 19 8pm
Toledo Sports Arena
One Main St. • Toledo. Ohio

•

t
t
•

rmfcrti 4 50 m advene 5 M the day ol the show available it Toledo
Sports Arena. Central Trawl and Ticket Agency. Masonic Auditorium Boa
Olf.ce. Sears HI the WoodvfHe Mall Revelations Clothes. Headquarters
Gnnnell s Hudson s. University o' Toledo. Finders Records and Metame*
phosis Clothes

1616 E. Woostrr In The Stadium Plata

YOU NAME IT,
WE'VE GOT
PREFERRED PROPERTIES

SIGN UP
NOW

ALL TOURNAMENTS ARE OPEN
TO STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF
WOMENS 8-BALL BILLIARDS
APRIL 11
7 P.M.
MENS 8-BALL BILLIARDS
APRIL 18
7 P.M.
PINBALL TOURNAMENT
APRIL 25
7 P.M.
MENS BEST BALL DOUBLES BOWLING
MAY 2 & 9
7 & 9 P.M.
S5.00/TEAM
WOMENS BEST BALL DOUBLES BOWLING
MAY 16
7 P.M.
$4.00/TEAM I
COUPLES DUTCH DOUBLES BOWLING
MAY 23
7 & 9 P.M.
$4.00'TEAM
FOR DETAILS SEE THE GREEN SHEET
OR CHECK WITH UAO 2-2343
SIGN UP IN UAO OFFICE

Campus Christian
Bookstore
Announces It Will
Be Open Tonight
From 6 - 8 p.m.
Open Daily 10-12,1-4
Sat. 9-3

BUCKEYE
ROOM

Room 303
Bank of Wood County Bldg.
3rd Floor - 131 S. Main St

Houses & Apartments
For Rent
FOR SUMMER & FALL
FANTASTIC PARTY
HOUSE, INDOOR POOL,
AND MUCH, MUCH,
MORE.

FOR INFORMATION
CALL - 352-9378

If you nant more time
before you start J family,
FMK.O Contraceptive
Foam IS a beautiful way to
help you say uhm.' You
may have m^ny reasons
to wait . . . but only one
reason to start your family.
You are ready anJ you
want to.
In the meantime, there
is IMMi Foam. You can
apply it in advance...in a
matter of seconds ... so
there's no interruption to
mar the mood. So natural
feeling it won't affect the
sensation or pleasure for
either of you.
Recommended by physicians . . . but so safe and
simple to use you can buy
it at your drug department
without a prescription.
h.VKO. unh tht jpfU,*Ut tkit „
ftlltJ ml imr •/ Mr.
PRE FIL irftft th *ppli,*Hr ih*t
it ptt-fiiuklt *p l<t m uuk in
etaVaagr.

'"•CIPIIVI

IN»L rOAM

10-5 DAILY

• ••••

• •••••■

ALL
CAMPUS
BEER
BLAST
*•••
*#_#..

FRIDAY APRIL 5 8:30-1:00 A.M.

KREISCHER PARTY ROOM

FEATURING "TRANSTAR"

' ••••••••-'

ADMISSION

so
U!

